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We are developing a novel theoretical framework, based on the concepts of
substrates and co-adaptive instruments, in which we treat the interaction between
people and computers as a first class object. Co-adaptation refers to how users both
adapt their behavior to manage novel technologies, through learning, and adapt these
technologies for their own purposes, through appropriation (Mackay, 2002, Mackay,
2008). Instrumental interaction (Beaudouin-Lafon, 2000, Beauduoin-Lafon &
Mackay, 2000), identifies a set of principles for creating simpler, yet more powerful
tools for interacting with computers. We have also begun exploring the concept of
substrates to support music composition (Garcia et al., 2013), in which instruments
are made more powerful through the use of interactive musical structures, under the
user's control.
The focus of this Ph.D. is to explore how we can use substrates and coadaptive instruments to design interactive tools that support creative professionals,
particularly industrial and graphic designers. We are particularly interested in
supporting creative activities before users have a clear idea of the final task, as they
explore and generate ideas that can then be addressed computationally. Our goal is to
provide simpler, more universal interaction instruments that support flexible, yet
powerful forms of interaction.
The PhD candidate will explore the theoretical issues related to substrates in the
context of co-adaptive instruments. After an initial review of the literature, the student
will work with designers to develop a set of novel co-adaptive instruments and
substrates that support early and mid-term creative activities. These instruments
should enhance the interaction between users and the objects-of-interest, providing a
mix of user-defined constraints and flexibility. The student will test these instruments
with designers in both field and laboratory settings. Ideally, this work will contribute
to a deeper understanding of the phenomena of co-adaptation, instruments and
substrates.
The Ph.D. candidate requires formal training in industrial or graphic
design, as well as skills in computer science and a willingness to learn participatory
design and evaluation techniques. Programming in C, C++, Java, or Javascript is also
required.
Skills required:
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